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� There is a lot of talk about the need for testers to become more technical. Manual testers will become 
extinct in the near future. Oh, how wrong that is. Of course tool-aided testing will have a place – but so 
will sapient testing which is what I will focus on. I enjoy a lot of the things with the agile approach, 
however I think the idea that we are all just team members is flawed. A team is strong because it has 
different competences, not because we are all alike. Testers will always be needed as well as good 
requirements people and interaction designers.

� In software development, as soon as we meet our customers we like to jump into solutions. Yeah, let’s 
give them some nice functions. I find myself repeatedly halting the discussion asking what they really 
want. Users do not want functions, they want to solve a problem. A function may or may not be a part 
of that solution. 

�

� My role as a tester has during the last ten years has evolved from testing functions based on 
requirements to help the development team to solve the user’s needs. This human-centered approach I 
believe is the key to happy users. We should build systems from the outside-in instead of inside-out. 

�

� One of the most important tools I use is the effect-map. Often when I start a new project this is the 
first model I create. Identifying first the overarching goals of the project, then the user groups and the 
effects they want help me to get a grip of what we are trying to do. But is this really testing you may 
ask. Well, the technique in itself was created to mange projects by capturing the users real needs and 
well used it is a great tool for managing projects and requirements. To me it is a brilliant technique for 
testing. 

�

� I believe a very important role in the future is the user-focused, sapient tester with knowledge of 
effect-mapping and usability. You can automate your checking, in fact I expect you to, but you can 
never automate me!



� Intro to Effect MappingIntro to Effect MappingIntro to Effect MappingIntro to Effect Mapping
◦ Purpose

◦ Model

� My own ExamplesMy own ExamplesMy own ExamplesMy own Examples
◦ Journal administration

◦ Web survey

◦ Antidotes

� Pros and ConsPros and ConsPros and ConsPros and Cons



� Intro to Effect MappingIntro to Effect MappingIntro to Effect MappingIntro to Effect Mapping
◦ Purpose
◦ Model
◦ Why so powerful

� My own ExamplesMy own ExamplesMy own ExamplesMy own Examples
◦ Journal administration: restructured the project, purpose, planning, 
requirements, testing 

◦ Web survey: intended goal for new version: completely redone 
◦ Antidotes: structure the project, understanding why a function was built

� Ideas for testingIdeas for testingIdeas for testingIdeas for testing
◦ High-level organisation
◦ Planning and control
◦ Great for acceptance testing

� Pros and ConsPros and ConsPros and ConsPros and Cons
◦ Pro: increases understanding for the whole project, move from function to 
intended use

◦ Con: affecting much more than testing alone can give others a feeling that 
you try to take over



� GoalGoalGoalGoal: solve problems for the customer. 
◦ Not even they know what that is!

◦ Cannot describe WHAT they know…

� SolutionSolutionSolutionSolution: move focus from functions to 
desired effects. Help them!

� => Then => Then => Then => Then start designing for Effects



� ”…people use the IT-
product the intended 
way and to the intended to the intended to the intended to the intended 
extent.”extent.”extent.”extent.”

”With a focus on desired effects 
you will learn a simple and handy 
way of managing and keeping 
track of your projects. ”

◦ www.inuse.se

◦ Effect Managing IT: 
Ottersten, Balic



Effect Managing IT, p 37

Usage * Quality = EffectUsage * Quality = EffectUsage * Quality = EffectUsage * Quality = Effect

UsageUsageUsageUsage: to what extent people actually uses the application

QualityQualityQualityQuality: here this means to what extent the user can solve their 
problems correctly and fast enough

EffectEffectEffectEffect: What is our payback? 



Why ..Why ..Why ..Why ..
do this?
What changes  you 
want to achive

Who Who Who Who 
..should create the 
effects?

WhatWhatWhatWhat
…do the focus 
group need

HowHowHowHow
…should we build 
the product

Purpose – slogan
Points of 
measurement

Actions

Detailed
Req´s

Effects

Target 
groups





� General Idea - Slogan
◦ Measurable Goals

� Priorities
◦ Target group level or
◦ Effect level

� Design (functions) 
◦ suggested solution

⇒Now it is easier to decide 
⇒what is good and bad design
⇒Success of the investment



� Done by customer (they need help here)

� Prioritised 

� Used for the design

� Factors
◦ Number of people in the group

◦ How big is their contribution to the change?

◦ How willing are they to contribute to the change?







� A need
◦ Want to Want to Want to Want to : feeling, motive. Does not always tell when asked. You need to 
observe, analyse, understand what is not explicitly said.

� Change of behaviour:
◦ ShouldShouldShouldShould: may not be interested or against the change

� A description
◦ Eg Scenarios. A story. Personas.

� Point of Measurement
◦ How do we measure this specific goal?



� Need an good way to get an overview of 
project status

� Want to sync my calender

� Will get a signature in my e-mail

� Need a good search function

� Easy to find things in the system

� Need to know what I have to do 



� Abilities of the product or service

� Overall goal: increase current sales increase current sales increase current sales increase current sales –––– measure: double current figures

� Target Group: new customernew customernew customernew customer

� Desired effect: make it easy for the customer to shopmake it easy for the customer to shopmake it easy for the customer to shopmake it easy for the customer to shop

◦ Make sure that the customer does not have to enter information that we already have

◦ Give information of how a request is normally handled

◦ Make it easy to close a sale

◦ Make sure the user can store the work already done to make it compelling to return

� Stop when it becomes to detailed – there are other models as well
◦ User stories
◦ Information/data models
◦ Interaction/Graphical design
◦ Business rules etc



Effect Mapping

Idea Pre Study Evaluation Construction Finishing Production

Managing Requirements

Interaction Design

System Design

Building

Testing

Managing the project



� Goal: all involved understand and agree on them

� User Story example

� A customer that shop online shall be able to save what is 
currently in the shopping cart in order to be able to return and 
complete the buy. 

� Do not require customers to enter info that we already have / 
they have already given to us. Eg billing address.

� Testing
◦ Requirement focus but always with desired effect in mind



� Overall Effect Goals
◦ Can the application be used as planned? 
◦ Measures fulfilled?

� Effects - Actions
◦ Scenario level: function, usability

� Requirements
◦ Functionality, Stability, Variations

� Much more than an IT-product
◦ Roll Out and Education 
◦ Using – Supporting
◦ Next step? 



� Traceability from desired effects to tests

◦ Easier to manage testing on different levels

� Same structure for planning and reporting

◦ Understanding why we are doing these tests

◦ Bug advocacy: this solution prevents us from 
achieving the effects we agreed on



“People asking for control really want visibility”, said Elisabeth 
Hendrickson during her keynote at theAgile Testing Days 
2010. She supported that statement with data from more 
than 100 workshops on
team transitions she ran, which is as close to a scientific 
experiment as you can get with software development. 

The statement is certainly true from my experience. Clients 
and project sponsors want
commitment and sign-off because they are afraid that their 
goals will not be met and because they have no visibility over 
software deliverables. User stories, as great as they are for 
short-term planning, are useless for high level visibility.
http://gojko.net/papers/effect_maps.pdf



� Small application for journal administration
� Project ongoing for 3 years

� Lack of management and scope
� Assigned as tester – what do I do?





What do I need What do I need What do I need What do I need 
to do Today?to do Today?to do Today?to do Today?

Help me Create Help me Create Help me Create Help me Create 
the Next Issuethe Next Issuethe Next Issuethe Next Issue





Existing solution: Messy and inconsequent

Desired effect: Reduce manual handling to save time and reduce errors



Using the Effect Map and Scenario description => 

Interaction and Graphic Design

1. Focus on preferred Action in each step
◦ Enhance buttons
◦ Hide information

2. Flows that support scenarios 
3. Cleaner layout
◦ Overview
◦ Easier forms to fill in
Etc.



A:2-1



� Effect Mapping helped us
◦ Gain Control over the project
◦ Collective Understanding of Purpose
◦ Plan and Report on Status
◦ Main basis for testing

� Time as Test Manager spent on
◦ Scrum Master
◦ Requirements Analyst
◦ Documentation: user guide, system doc, req
◦ Testing



� - Can you test this new design?

� - What effects do you want to achieve?

� - To make it look more professional and modern and easier to 
use.

� - Do you think that you have accomplished this?

� - uh, No, not really!

� - I suggest we create an effect map and get an interaction 
designer and a graphical designer to help us.

� OK, go ahead!
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◦ ProsProsProsPros: increases visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility and understanding for the 

whole project, move from function to intended use

◦ ConsConsConsCons: affecting much more than testing can give 

others a feeling that you try to take over

◦ Very important role in the future 

� is the user-focused, 

� sapient tester 

� with knowledge of effect-mapping and usability


